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TITLE OF CASE STUDY:  STYLE WITH SUBSTANCE  

 
BUSINESS SITUATION AND CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES 
Recapturing the hearts and wallets of more Canadians more often.  
 
Despite being one of the worldsʼ most recognized, successful and iconic brands, a 34-year love 
affair with Canadians and a powerful brand purpose – to create a better everyday for the many 
people - IKEA began to see signs of concern. Quantitative research showed flattening brand 
awareness, decreasing product range awareness, negative visitor development, and the 
increasing competition across core home product categories were becoming real roadblocks to 
continued stellar success. To reverse these declines and remain the leader in life at home, our 
campaign needed to accomplish four things at the very same time…yes four: 
 
1. Get more people thinking IKEA when thinking the home: increase TOM awareness 
2. Get more people to visit the store more often: broaden the consumer base and increase 

frequency 
3. Inspire people to furnish with the IKEA product: increase the perception of the IKEA range 

across living room, bedroom and kitchen. 
4. Encourage people to buy more: increase size of basket and sales 
 
However, achieving all this for a brand as iconic, successful, loved and creatively awarded as 
IKEA required answers to two fundamental questions: firstly, do we know what had worked or 
not worked previously and why. Secondly, what donʼt we know about people and their home but 
need to if we were going to change peopleʼs behavior? Two deceptively simple questions that 
would require powerful human understanding to fuel a compelling new creative idea and drive 
both business and brand. 
 
Research was specifically designed to not only understand peopleʼs deep, unique relationship 
with core areas of the home – living room, bedroom, and kitchen – but also identify an 
emblematic halo that connects all people to their whole home. To displace a vast and varied set 
of competitors – who typically only specialize in specific rooms – our research identified ways to 
not only sharpen IKEAʼs superiority across each core area of the home, but also elevate the 
brand above all others in a way that no other furnishing retailer had done before. 
 
MARKETING STRATEGY 
Make People See Us in 3D 
 
IKEA had long been a brand noted worldwide for Style, Price, and Quality: the holly trinity that 
guides the organization. However, in research we found that over time, the emphasis on 
superior style credentials and unbelievable pricing had begun to erode IKEAʼs quality 
perception, especially among the 35+. Although IKEA had continued to evolve its product 
portfolio with ʻnoble materialsʼ such as metals, hardwoods and stone surfaces, and product 
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category expansions such as complete kitchen solutions, the holy trinity had become 
unbalanced. 
 
The Mcconaughey-Clooney Correction 
 
In deep, online qualitative discussion groups and ethnographies, we discovered when it came to 
the home, quality said as much, if not more about the inhabitant as did style. To equalize the 
imbalance, we needed people to see IKEA in 3D; not just the stylish and great prices people 
knew us for, but all that plus depth of quality. To achieve all four campaign objectives, 
simultaneously, we defined our strategy as the McConaughey-Clooney Correction. The brand 
could continue to be like Matthew Mcconaughey – handsome, stylish, intriguing, eye-candy: the 
physical reference for women every time he takes his shirt off. Or we could be a bit more like 
George Clooney – suave, cultured, envied, timeless: the man women want and the man men 
want to be like. One can have style; few can achieve Style With Substance. (Matthew, we still 
love you dearly and you looked great in Surfer, Dude, but you're just no George Clooney ;) ). 
 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
The clientʼs quantitative data in combination with our proprietary online qualitative discussion 
groups and ethnography uncovered the fundamental human truths that directly articulated the 
overall IKEA, living room, bedroom and kitchen strategy. We framed our research approach with 
four key objectives in mind: 
 

1. Understand peopleʼs emotional and physical relationship with the whole home (bedroom, 
living room, kitchen)  

2. Understand IKEAʼs place with people across the whole home (bedroom, living room, 
kitchen) 

3. Identify a relevant and compelling way to demonstrate that IKEA is the quintessential 
leader in life at home, the whole home, on top of how we communicate room by room  

4. Uncover a compelling emotional space that alters the perception of IKEA among non-
shoppers, giving them a new reason to view, shop, and love the brand beyond what they 
might have believed to be true. 

 
RESEARCH APPROACH 
After a deep dive into IKEAʼs proprietary research: brand, competitive and category tracking as 
well as our own quantitative lifestyle data (Media PMB), we conducted rigorous qualitative 
analysis across each core area of the home – living room, bedroom, and kitchen. Two rounds of 
deep online discussion groups and ethnographies were conducted nationally, comprising a mix 
of demographic, psychographic and ethnographic segments.  
 
To uncover insightful and creatively inspiring human truths for each room – and a correlated 
whole-home affect – we created an anthropological framework. To avoid token, flat, one-
dimensional responses, participants were taken on a journey to construct an anthropomorphic 
profile for each room as if it were a real person they might be in a relationship with. The 
outcome was a humanistic view into peoplesʼ true relationship with each room, forming a unique 
approach to creative development guided by: 
 

1. Human Truths: Role of the room in her daily life, her definition of a quality relationship, 
how she feels when its not working, and the triggers that propel her to look else where.  
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2. Relationship With IKEA: Her loves and fears, what she knows about us or sometimes 
hears from others, uncertainties and hesitations in our relationship, the prospects for 
future dating and whatʼs needed to take our relationship to the next level. 
 

3. The Way Forward: Where are we in our relationship, her relationship desire, whatʼs 
getting in the way of relationship bliss, and what she needs to hear to achieve endless 
love.  

 
Armed with the human insights for each core room of the home, we synthesized each 
relationship into a single universal truth that could connect all people with the whole home. The 
most exciting and salient point that emerged was a universal truth that the home – and we mean 
every last bit of it – is the most important place on earth. Regardless of age, gender, geography, 
or the unique relationship dynamics people have with each room - the sum importance of the 
whole home is unequaled in peoplesʼ lives. We used this insight to not only build connection 
among each core area of the home, but also inform a powerful and compelling new creative 
idea that connected people, the whole home, kitchen, bedroom and living room with IKEA. 
 
RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION 
Research uncovered a universal insight and selling proposition into the whole home  - and each 
individual room of the home. Our campaign launched with a 60-second brand spot, running 
nationally during peak prime-time premieres to re-establish the holy trinity of style, price and 
quality. We refreshed the brand tagline from “Any Space Can Be Beautiful” – a nod to only one 
of IKEAʼs holy trinity brand pillars – to “Long Live The Home” – a universal celebration that IKEA 
is for the whole home and everything stylish, high quality and well priced that make it the most 
important place on earth. 
 
The launch spot was followed by a series of multimedia executions for each core room of the 
home – following the brands commercial and promotional calendar. TV was supported by 30-
second national spots for each core room: bedroom – signifying me at my core, living room – 
signifying the best of me/us at the moment, and kitchen – signifying us as we are. Fifteen-
second spots accompanied the national buy with a specific room promotional offer, driving 
consumers to visit their local IKEA store. Tactical support was developed for each room and 
commercial initiative in the form direct mail flyers, newspaper, Out-Of-Home, national radio, and 
a rigorous social media calendar across all owned channels (Facebook, Twitter). 
 
In addition to commercial executions for the core areas of the home, a variety of ambient acts 
were developed throughout the year based upon, and consistent with, the human truths for each 
room gained through research. This included a large integrated campaign for the launch of the 
new IKEA catalog (based upon an understanding of how women stalk and hunt décor retail), the 
launch of the new and largest IKEA store in the country (based upon peoples desire to illustrate 
to others how smart and savvy they are in home enhancement), and a regional initiative for a 
unique cultural holiday in Quebec called “Moving Day” (based upon an understanding of what 
people desire most when moving). 
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BUSINESS RESULTS 
 
Since the campaign launched, it has realized the following results as of September, 2011 
 
Brand Health and Tracking  

• Top of mind awareness has increased by +6% VYA among the core IKEA shopper, 
reversing a 5-year downward trend (Source – IKEA Brand Tracker 2011) 

• IKEA has achieved the highest level of aided awareness versus top competitors (Source 
– IKEA Brand Tracker 2011) 

• Spontaneous awareness has increased +4% VYA among the core IKEA shopper and 
+5% VYA among 35+, gaining back in less than a year awareness losses accumulated 
over the previous 5 years (Source – IKEA Brand Tracker 2011) 

• Among all competitors, IKEA has achieved the highest brand consideration and intent to 
visit, and more importantly recent purchase numbers (Source – IKEA Brand Tracker 
2011) 

• Range perception has increased +4% VYA (Q - “IKEA has things I need for all areas of 
the home”) (Source – IKEA Brand Tracker 2011) 

• Net Value (Style, Price, Quality) has increase +2% overall VYA and +6% among lapsed 
customers (Source – IKEA Brand Tracker 2011) 
 

Sales and Visitation 
• Visitors have increase +5% VYA, the best results in 5 years. (Source – IKEA Internal 

Sales Tracker, 2011) 
• Sales have increased +4.5% VYA flying in the face of Canadian store retail increase of 

only .9% and a -2.3% decline in total furniture store sales. (Source – IKEA Internal Sales 
Tracker, 2011) (Source: KubasPrimedia) 

• Kitchen sales have increased +7% VYA overall and +22% VYA during advertising 
period. (Source – IKEA Internal Sales Tracker, 2011) 

• Bedroom sales have increased +5% VYA overall and +45% VYA during advertising 
period (Source – IKEA Internal Sales Tracker, 2011) 

• Living Room have increased +6.5% VYA overall and +30% VYA during advertising 
period (Source – IKEA Internal Sales Tracker, 2011) 

 


